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Abstract

**Background:** Emotional and interpersonal impairments associated with alcohol-dependence have been recently explored, but the distorted cognitive representations underlying these deficits remain poorly understood. The present study aims at exploring the presence of maladaptive social self-beliefs among alcohol-dependent individuals, as these biased self-beliefs have been recently shown to play a crucial role in the development and maintenance of other psychopathological states (social anxiety and depression).

**Methodology/Principal findings:** Twenty-five recently detoxified alcohol-dependent participants and 25 matched controls filled in self-report questionnaires evaluating maladaptive social self-beliefs, interpersonal problems and several comorbid states (anxiety, social anxiety, depression). As compared to controls, alcohol-dependent individuals showed higher scores than controls for the three subcategories of maladaptive social self-beliefs (high standards, conditional beliefs and unconditional beliefs). Our key finding was that when comorbidities were controlled for, alcohol-dependence was associated with a specific bias towards exaggerated high standards in social contexts. Moreover, these high standards beliefs were strongly correlated with interpersonal problems.

**Conclusions/Significance:** These results provide the first insights into the influence of cognitive biases on interpersonal problems in addictive states, and suggest that maladaptive self-beliefs could have a central influence on the development and maintenance of alcohol-dependence.
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Introduction

Alcohol-dependence is the most wide spread psychiatric disorder [1] and its deleterious consequences on most body systems, and particularly on the brain, are now largely established [2]. Many studies have explored the behavioral correlates of these cerebral deficits, repeatedly showing impaired performance in a large range of cognitive abilities [3]. In contrast with this extensive exploration of cognition, emotional and interpersonal deficits have long been neglected. While affective and social disturbances constitute central characteristics of alcohol-dependence in clinical settings, they have only been experimentally evaluated in the last decade. Nonetheless, such investigations have already provided clear results. Major emotional alterations have indeed been described among alcohol-dependent subjects (ADS), notably for the decoding of emotional facial expressions [4] and prosody [5], but also for high-level emotional abilities like alexithymia [6], emotional intelligence [7] and empathy [8]. As adapted social interactions are largely reliant on the ability to correctly express and perceive emotional states [9], these emotional deficits increase the social problems frequently observed in alcohol-dependence and favours social isolation [10]. Alcohol consumption is then often augmented to cope with these poor interpersonal relations, initiating a vicious circle [11]. Emotional and interpersonal alterations are thus crucial in the maintenance of alcohol-dependence. Actually, they constitute the main relapse factor after mid-term abstinence [12]. Nevertheless, the core psychological processes underlying these alterations, and particularly the distorted cognitive representations of interpersonal relations, remain poorly understood.

Interestingly, current models of social anxiety and depression [13,14] postulate that biased cognition plays an important role in the emotional and social difficulties related to these disorders. Anxious or depressed individuals have problematic assumptions about themselves and their social interactions, leading to maladaptive thoughts and behaviors in interpersonal contexts. In the context of social anxiety, these maladaptive self-beliefs have been classified into three categories [13,15]: (1) Excessively high standards for social performance (e.g., “I should always have something...
sequences of performing in a certain way (e.g., “If people get to know me, they won’t like me”), and (3) Unconditional negative beliefs about the self (“I’m unlikeable”). Importantly, the intensity of this self-belief bias is directly related to core pathological processes, as it is strongly correlated with the frequency and strength of avoidance behaviors [16], rumitative thoughts [17] and anticipation processes [18] in social anxiety. The extent of conditional and unconditional beliefs biases is also linked with the intensity of depressive symptoms [19]. As a whole, maladaptive self-beliefs significantly contribute to the maintenance of emotional disorders, presumably because of their deleterious influence on affective and interpersonal processes. Extending these observations, we propose that maladaptive self-beliefs may be associated with the affective and social deficits observed in individuals with alcohol-dependence.

Yet, this assumption has not been tested. Several studies have explored self-related cognitions in ADS, and showed that reduced self-esteem [20] and self-efficacy [21], as well as increased self-stigma [22] are characteristics of these individuals. However, biased social cognitions have never been explored in this population: accordingly, this is our goal in the current study. Maladaptive self-beliefs in a social context will be indexed by the Self-Beliefs related to Social Anxiety scale (SBSA) [17], a recently developed tool that evaluates the three categories of self-beliefs postulated by Clark and Wells [13]. Moreover, complementary measures will explore the psychopathological comorbidities (depression, anxiety, social anxiety) and the extent of participants' interpersonal problems.

Our main prediction is that alcohol-dependence is associated with maladaptive self-beliefs, and that their intensity is linked with the extent of interpersonal problems. As comorbid depression or anxiety are frequently observed in alcohol-dependence [23], and as these psychopathological states are associated with maladaptive self-beliefs [13,16,18], we also tested their relationship with these biased self-beliefs potentially present among ADS. Finally, we also tested whether alcohol-dependence is associated globally with maladaptive self-beliefs or whether only a specific category of self-beliefs is biased in this disorder.

Materials and Methods

Ethics Statement
Participants were provided with full details regarding the aims of the study and the procedure. All participants gave their written informed consent. The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Medicine (Catholic University of Louvain), and carried out according to the Declaration of Helsinki.

Participants
Twenty-five inpatients (seven women), diagnosed with alcohol-dependence according to DSM-IV criteria, were recruited during the third week of their treatment in a detoxification center (StLuc Hospital, Brussels, Belgium). Their demographic characteristics appear in Table 1. They had all abstained from alcohol for at least two weeks (mean: 16.07 days; SD 2.46) and were free of any other psychiatric diagnosis as assessed by an exhaustive psychiatric examination. The mean alcohol consumption among patients just before detoxification was 20.58 alcohol units (an alcohol unit corresponding to 10 grams of ethanol) per day (SD 14.69), the mean number of previous detoxification treatments was 0.96 (SD 1.09), Mean duration of alcohol-dependence was 10.84 years (SD 12.32) and mean age at the beginning of alcohol-dependence was 40.16 years (SD 11.19). Patients were matched for age, gender and education with a control group of 25 volunteers (control subjects, CS) who were free of any history of psychiatric disorder or drug/substance abuse, and whose alcohol consumption was lower than 10 alcohol units per week. CS were recruited among the experimenters' acquaintances and the hospital employees, and abstained from any alcohol consumption for at least three days before testing. Exclusion criteria for both groups included major medical problems, neurological disease (including epilepsy), visual impairment, and polysubstance abuse. Each participant had normal-to-corrected vision. Education level was assessed according to the number of years of education completed since starting primary school. CS were free of any medication but 12 ADS still received moderate doses of benzodiazepines (mean in ADS: 28.91 mg/day of Diazepam; SD 35.71). ADS took part in an extensive psychotherapeutic program during their detoxification (individual and group therapy). Participants were not paid for their participation.

Measures
The Self-Beliefs related to Social Anxiety scale. (SBSA) [17] is a self-report questionnaire evaluating the strength of beliefs related to the self in social situations. Participants endorsed 15 items in which they rated their level of agreement with self-beliefs on an 11-point Likert scale, from 0 (“Do not agree at all”) to 10 (“Strongly agree”). This questionnaire has strong psychometric properties and includes three categories of maladaptive self-beliefs that can lead to erroneous social behavior: (1) excessively high standards for social performance (HS 4 items, e.g., “I have to appear intelligent and witty”); (2) conditional beliefs concerning social evaluation (CB 7 items, e.g., “If I don’t get everything right, I’ll be rejected”); (3) unconditional beliefs about the self (UB 4 items, e.g., “People think I’m boring”). The total score is the sum of the all items scores, and each subscale score is the sum of the subscale items scores. The validated French version was used. The SBSA scale has excellent internal consistency in English (Cronbach’s α = .94 for global score, .85 for HS, .91 for CB, .82 for UB) and French (Global score:.90, HS:.75, CB:.89, UB:.79).

Control measures. Participants also completed the following questionnaires: (1) The State and Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI A-B) [24], a 40-item questionnaire assessing state (STAI-A) and trait anxiety (STAI-B). The validated French version was used. The demographic measures

| Table 1. Alcohol-dependent (ADS) and control (CS) subjects’ results for demographic and psychological measures: mean (S.D.). |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| **Demographic measures** | **ADS (N = 25)** | **CS (N = 25)** |
| Age | 51(12.19) | 50.48(12.17) |
| Gender ratio (female/male) | 7/18 | 7/18 |
| Educational level | 15.16(3.8) | 15.56(2.58) |
| **Psychopathological measures** | **BDI*** | 17.24(11.37) |
| | **STAI A** | 39.76(11.84) |
| | **STAI B*** | 47.31(10.62) |
| | **LSAS* | 40.75(25.07) |
| | **FNE** | 18(9.22) |
| | **IIP Total*** | 1.664(0.57) |

NS = Non-significant,*p < .05,**p < .01,***p < .001.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0058928.t001
Results

Preliminary analyses: Group equivalence

As shown in Table 1, ADS and CS did not significantly differ for age \( t(48) = 1.5, \text{ ns} \), gender and education \( t(48) = 43, \text{ ns} \), confirming successful matching of the groups. Nevertheless, alcohol-dependence was associated with significantly higher scores for every psychological measure: depression \( t(48) = 5.21, P < .001 \), state anxiety \( t(48) = 3.64, P < .01 \), trait anxiety \( t(48) = 5.01, P < .001 \), fear of negative evaluation \( t(48) = 2.99, P < .01 \), social anxiety \( t(48) = 2.32, P < .05 \), and interpersonal problems \( t(48) = 5.74, P < .001 \).

Effect of alcohol-dependence on maladaptive social self-beliefs

A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was applied to examine group differences on SBSA subscales, with groups (ADS, CS) as between-subjects factor and subscales (high standards, conditional beliefs, unconditional beliefs) as dependent variables. As illustrated in Figure 1, ADS presented significantly higher scores than CS for SBSA total score \( F(3,46) = 7.33, P < .001 \), \( \eta^2_p = .323 \) and for each subscale: high standards \( F(1,48) = 18.54, P < .001, \eta^2_p = .279 \), conditional beliefs \( F(1,48) = 14.69, P < .001, \eta^2_p = .254 \) and unconditional beliefs \( F(1,48) = 7.71, P < .01, \eta^2_p = .138 \).

In order to exclude any influence of variance related to comorbid psychopathological states in the self-beliefs results in alcohol-dependence, the psychological measures (i.e., BDI, STAI A-B, FNE and LSAS scores) were introduced as covariates in a second analysis (MANCOVA) with groups (ADS, CS) as between-subjects factor and subscales (high standards, conditional beliefs, unconditional beliefs) as dependent variables. No significant differences were observed for SBSA total score \( F(3,41) = 2.34, n_s, \eta^2_p = .146 \), conditional beliefs \( F(1,43) = .45, n_s, \eta^2_p = .011 \) or unconditional beliefs \( F(1,43) = .12, n_s, \eta^2_p = .003 \), but ADS presented higher scores than CS for the high standards subscale \( F(1,43) = 7.17, P < .01, \eta^2_p = .143 \).

Complementary analyses

Links between maladaptive self-beliefs and interpersonal problems.

No significant correlation was found between any self-beliefs subscale and interpersonal problems among CS (\( r < .39, n_s \)). In alcohol-dependence, no significant correlation was found between interpersonal problems and conditional (\( r = .22, n_s \)) or unconditional (\( r = .36, n_s \)) beliefs, but high standards were significantly correlated with IIP total score (\( r = .45, P < .05 \)).

Medication effect.

No significant correlation was found between medication level and any questionnaire result in the alcohol-dependent group (all \( P > .05 \)).

Discussion

While they have been far less explored than cerebral and cognitive alterations in alcohol-dependence, emotional and interpersonal ones are omnipresent in alcohol-dependence and highly involved in relapse [10,12]. Unfortunately, little is known about the biased representations underlying these affective and social difficulties. As maladaptive beliefs about the self in social contexts influence emotional and social processes in other psychopathological states [16,34], the present study investigated social self-beliefs in ADS, and their links with interpersonal problems. A main result was that ADS exhibit significantly higher scores than CS for SBSA total and for every subscale, which constitutes the first description of a general bias for maladaptive self-beliefs related to social contexts in addictive states. Nevertheless, similarly biased self-beliefs have been found in general and social anxiety [17,19], and these psychopathological states are frequently associated with alcohol-dependence, as confirmed by the comorbidities observed in the present sample. These comorbidities were thus taken into account in a second analysis to determine their own impact on maladaptive self-beliefs, aside from the direct effect of alcohol-dependence.

As illustrated in Figure 1, group differences on SBSA global score, conditional beliefs and unconditional beliefs disappeared when these comorbidities were introduced as covariates, but the ADS still presented significantly higher scores for the high standards subscale. Hence, a central observation of the present study is that alcohol-dependence, beyond anxious and depressive comorbidities, is associated with excessively high standards in social contexts. ADS thus seem to particularly overvalue requested behavior in interpersonal context (e.g., “I have to appear intelligent and witty”) and their obligation to constantly have a perfect social behavior (e.g., “I must get everyone’s approval”).

In other words, they overestimate the level of interpersonal performance needed to obtain the desired positive social outcome. The potential reactions of others if this social performance is not optimal (conditional beliefs) and the general negative opinions of others concerning subject’s social behaviors (unconditional beliefs) are also overrated, but these biased cognitions seem to be mostly a result of the comorbid conditions that these patients frequently present with. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that covariate analyses do not allow us to clearly determine what part of variance related to comorbidities is removed [35], and thus in interpreting our covariates analyses we must keep this in mind.

However, it has been recently shown that social anxiety is associated with excessive high standards, conditional beliefs and unconditional beliefs [19]. The present results together with earlier ones thus suggest that, while maladaptive self-beliefs are present in a wide range of psychopathological states (including bulimia nervosa [36] and psychosis [37]) and are thus transdiagnostic, the three categories of self-beliefs could be distinctly distorted in different psychopathological states. Finally, these exaggerated high standards are strongly associated with the social problems encountered in real-life situations. Indeed, while interpersonal problems were not linked with SBSA total score or conditional/ unconditional beliefs subscales, high standards scores were highly correlated in the ADS with IIP. No causal inference can be drawn from these correlational results, but they nevertheless confirm that biased cognition in social context is intimately connected with the actual behaviors and performance in these contexts.

These results have important implications. At fundamental level, they offer the first insights into the biased psychological representations involved in the affective and social difficulties described in alcohol-dependence. ADS present massive impair-
ments in emotional and interpersonal situations [10], and this pathology is marked by strong social stigma [38] as well as higher sensitivity to social rejection [39]. The present results showing the links between maladaptive self-beliefs and social deficits could thus constitute a first step towards a thorough exploration of the possible pathways linking biased psychological representations, social alterations and alcohol-dependence. First, an individual who holds excessively high social standards may frequently have difficulties reaching those unrealistic standards in social contexts, and the resulting distress could be temporally reduced by increasing the use of alcohol as a self-medication. Second, individuals with excessively high social standards may believe that alcohol enhances their social abilities, and may thus increase their alcohol consumption to meet their high social standards. Third, problematic alcohol use and related interpersonal difficulties may already be present for an individual. Excessively high social standards may then develop to guide behaviour so as to attempt to avoid interpersonal conflict, and allow alcohol use to continue. The present results are consistent with these pathways but the specific temporal ordering of the variables have to be examined further in future studies. More globally for psychopathology, our results show a significant correlation between maladaptive self-beliefs and self-reported difficulties with social behaviors.

Figure 1. Self-Beliefs Social Anxiety Scale results for each group (alcohol-dependent and control subjects). Global scores are presented on the left and the scores for each subscale (high standards, conditional beliefs and unconditional beliefs) are presented on the right. The upper part depicts rough scores and the lower part depicts the scores corrected for depression (BDI score), anxiety (STAI A and B scores) and social anxiety (FNE and LSAS scores) using covariance analyses. Covariates appearing in the model are evaluated at the following values: 10.82 for BDI, 34.37 for STAI A, 40 for STAI B, 22.89 for LSAS and 14.47 for FNE. NS = Non-significant; *p<.01; **p<.001.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0058928.g001
At a clinical level, these results suggest that maladaptive self-beliefs negatively influence social integration in alcohol-dependence and could favour the maintenance of alcohol consumption by reinforcing the vicious circle between interpersonal problems, social isolation and alcohol consumption. Therapeutic interventions reducing this self-beliefs bias might thus interfere with the vicious circle and reduce alcohol consumption or relapse risk. Interventions focusing on maladaptive self-beliefs have been tested in social anxiety [40]. Specifically, “widening the bandwidth” exercises [15] aim at questioning the high standards during social performance and showing that the range of adapted social behaviors is larger than those allowed by these high standards. Proposing these brief exercises during the rehabilitation process might lower the exaggerated high standards present in ADS, and improve social functioning after detoxification.

Several limitations have to be underlined. First, while the results observed are highly significant and based on strong statistical power, the sample size was quite limited. Larger studies should be conducted, particularly to explore the heterogeneity of ADS. Second, inappropriate social behaviors were assessed using self-report. Future studies could usefully examine the associations between self-beliefs and behavioral indices of social behaviors, measured by an experimental approach complementing our questionnaire-based approach (e.g., multimodal assessment of social behaviors [18,41]). Third, this first exploration in alcohol-dependence should be followed up by explorations of maladaptive self-beliefs in other psychopathological states in which emotional and interpersonal alterations are highly present (e.g., schizophrenia and autism), in order to confirm whether distorted self-beliefs in a social context constitute a transdiagnostic process. More specifically, exploring these self-beliefs in other addictive states would give important insights on the common nature of different addictions. Moreover, the links between these maladaptive self-beliefs and core psychological processes in alcohol-dependence (e.g., rumination, psychological craving, avoidance of social interactions, lack of self-forgiveness [42]) should be further explored to better understand the mediating variables linking the influence of these biased cognitions on social behaviors. Finally, the proposal that these exaggerated high standards hamper treatment seeking should also be tested, as increasing the proportion of patients included in detoxification process is a crucial public health goal in alcohol-dependence [43].

To conclude, this study sought to explore for the first time whether self-beliefs related to social interactions are characteristics of ADS. Our main prediction that alcohol-dependence would be associated with maladaptive self-beliefs was strongly supported, as shown by significantly higher scores in ADS than CS for SBSA global score and subscales. Critically, when the comorbidities (depression, anxiety and social anxiety) were taken into account using covariate analyses, the only remaining significant bias among ADS was the presence of exaggerated high standards during social interactions. Independently from common comorbidities, alcohol-dependence is thus linked with exaggerated high standards in interpersonal contexts, which could contribute to the vicious circle between alcohol consumption, interpersonal problems and social isolation [11]. Indeed, significant correlations were also found between excessive high standards and interpersonal problems, suggesting a direct link between maladaptive self-beliefs and actual social difficulties. While these results should be confirmed and extended in future studies, they nonetheless provide the first insights into the influence of underlying cognitive biases on interpersonal problems in addictive states, and thus open exciting possibilities for future investigations in this area.
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